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It is prov& that for trees (and forests) G one has dim G ~3 log; IG\ (where dim G, the 
dimension ci G, is the minimum k such that G is embeddable into a pfoduct of k complete 
graphs; ICI is the size of G). Moreover, if m(G) is the quotient ti’ G obtained by identifying the 
points with &nciding neighbour sets, one has, for foksts G, 

log,’ Im(G)f - 1 adim G ~3 log; r&G)+ 1. 

Also, for tba bipartite dimension lnid G (arising from embeddings into P!$ ane has bid G c 
8 log; jGI. 

The dimension of a graph G (dim G) is the mini&um k: such that G ca2 be 
represented as ;a full subgraph of a product of k complete graphs. lt is known [3] 
that, in general, dim G SIG\- 1, and that the evaluation of dii G is an NP- 
complete problem [4,2]. For some concrete cases ,such as e.g. those of paths, 
cycles, Cartesian cubes, Kneser graphs, actual values or reasonable estimates. of 
dim G have been evaluated (see e.g. [3,6, la; there is, however, no procedure 
known which would produce non-trivial estimates for general graphs. 

In this paper ‘we present a constructive procedure for embedding forests into KI; 
which shows that for a forest G one has dim G at most 3 log; lG[+ 1. ijvioreclver, 
if we denote by m(G) the graph obtained from G by identifying the vertices *with 
the same sets of neighbours, we obtain that 

lo& Int(G)I- Ndim Gs3log; Im(GjI+l. 

Since forests form a class of graphs which is reasonably broad and since forests 
play often a role in applications, our procedure may be of some use. Ik is worth 
noting that, in addition to the general estimate of dim G 6 ICI-1, it is known (by 
a SO far unpublished result of V. R&ll) that, in general, for almost all graphs G 
one has dim G :*IGl 9 (log lGl)‘2; in view of this, the interval we obttin for the 
dimension of forests is reasonably narrow. 

The paper is divided into four sections. The first one contains the necessary 
definitions. The main results are presented in Sections 2 and 3. In the last, fourth, 
section we show that a similar procedure gives also 8 logarithmic estimate of 

bipartite dimension of forests (this contrasts with the fact that for a general 
bipartite graph one has &most always bid G >$lG( - E -see [7]). 
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1.11. Throughout this paper, a graph G is a finite undirected graph without loops 
and multiple edges, wi!;h the set of vertices V(G) and the set of edges E(G). The 
symmetric antireflexiv: 3 binary relation induced on V(G) by E(G) is denoted by 
R(G). The cardinality of G, denoted ICI, is the cardinality of V(G). The symbol 
F( G j designates the matching number of G. The distance of two vertices x, y in a 
graph G (i.e. the length of a shortest path joining x with y - if any) is denoted by 

Pk Yj. 
This set of natural numbers is denoted by N. 

1.2. The product H =-‘ XF=, Gi of graphs G1,. l . , G, is the graph with V(H) = 
X:=1 ‘J(Gij and ((x,, . . . , =c~): (yl,. . a , Y,))E R(H) iff for all i, (x+, yi) E R(Gi). If 
Gi = G for all i, we write G” instead of Xy= I Gis 

1.3, The climensicn of a graph G, denoted by dim G, (see [S, 4, 31) is the 
minimum k such that G is isomorphic to a full subgraph of a KF where K, is a 
complete graph. 

A concrete embedding of G into a K,k is L ailed encoding. Thus, an encoding is a 
replacement of the vertices x of G by vectors (x,, . . . , xk) (in, say, natural 
numb& in such a way that 

(x, Y)E R(G) iff v’i 4 #: yi. 

For brevity, the vectors (x,, . . . , &) will be written as words x1x2 l l . xk. 

1.4. The bipczrtite dimension of a bipartite graph G, denoted by 

bid G, 

(see 171) is the minimum k such that G is isomorphic to a full subgraph of P$ 
where P, is the 3-path ((0, 1,2,3}, ((0, 1}, {1,2}, (2,311) (for the fact that it is 
possible to <,mbed a bipartite graph G into a Pg see, e.g., [8]). 

A concrete embedding of G into a Pt will be called a &encoding. Thus, a 
P~-t..n’ nding is a replacement of the vertices of G by words x1x2 l l l x, in symbols 
0, 1,2,3 in such a way that 

(x, y) E R(G) iff tli Ixi - yi( t= 1. 

1.5. The modification m(G) of a graph G is the graph obtained from G by 
factorizing by the equivalence - defked by 

x - y iff, for each z, (x, z)ER(G?(J(~. Z)E R(G). 

One sees easily that 

dim m(G)sdim G <dim m(G)+ 1. 
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1.6. The upper integral approximation of log, n will be denooed-by lo& R 

1.9. We will use the following fact from f3, Proposition 5.31: if there are vertices 

Xl* l l l , &, y1.4 l l l , y, in 6 SW! that 

ihen dim G 2 lo& n. 

. 

2. Lower estkate 

2.1, Ropo&im. For a forest G one has dm G 3 log, p(G). 

Pramf. It suffices to prove that if p(G) = n there are vertices rc,, yi (i - 1,. . . , n) 
sati dying the property from 1.7. Choose a lrertex z and consider the members of 
a matching of :he cardinality n as a sequence of ordered pairs 

(Xl, Yl), l l l 9 k, YVJ 

such that P(Z, x~)<P(z, yi) and pk q) s p(z, xi) for i < j. Then, for i < j obviously 

(rci* Yj) & R(G) (if P(Z, 4) = p(Z, $1, (3y~, Yj)E R(G) would imply a cycle; if p(z, 4) < 
dz, xJ, we have P(Z, ;t)~&, yj:l-2). Cl 

2.2. observation, Consider the tree 7’ with the vertices c, a(l), . . . , a(k), b{i, j) 
(i=O ,..., r,j=l,...., I&) and edges as indicated il Fig. 1. Let k 30, k,a 1 and 
for i > 0 always k, 2 2. Then there exists a matching A on 7’ such that I&i 3 $1 TI. 

a(k) 

a(k-1) 

b(O,k,I 
\ b(r,k,) 

I bhk,) 

Fig. 1. 

2.3. ~~lil* Let G be a fcrrest with mart’ than one vertex such that m(G) = G. 
Then p(G)>.$GI. 
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Proof. Obviously, ilt suplfices to prove the statement for trees. Jf G has no 
branching points, the inequality is obvious. If there is exactly one branching, G is 
isomorphic to the graph from 2.2. Now, let there be at least two branching points. 
Choose an arbitrary vertex z ar ,J &qose a branching point c with the maximum 

p(z, c). Xow, let 

c, a(l), a(2), . . . , a(k + 1) 

be a shortest path with a( k + 1) branching vertex. The component T1 of G\{a( k + 
21)) containing c is isomorphic to a T from 2.2: and obviously m(G\T,) = G\T,. 
Thus, the statement fo!llows by induction. 0 

2.4. Remark. The example of the T’ from 2.2 with k = 1 and k. = k, = l l l = S = 3 
shows thal; the estimate from 2.3 cannot be substantially amended. 

2.5 From 2.1 and 2 3 we obtain immediately 

Theorem. If G is a forest und m(G) = G, then dim G > log; ICI- 2. 0 

2.6. Remark. According to 1 S, 
In general, we have alrbitrarily 
dimension 2). 

the assumption of m(G) = G in 2.5 is essential: 
large trees of dimension 2 (e.g., all stars have 

3. An algorithm for encoding fare&s and an q~per eMmate 

3.1. Nobation. (1) The concatenation of words will be indicated by juxtaT?osition. 
(2) We will use the following lzbelling of a forest G in question (for a concrete 

exa:mple see Fig. 2). 
In each component of G choose a vertex and denote thus chosen vertices by 

xy,x; ,..., x& 

I 
xY 

Xi 

X25 

“35 

X42 

Fig. 2. 
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Order the vertices x with p(x, Xp) = i 30 for some i = 1,. . . , k. (the ith level of 
the rorest with respect to the - artificiahy chosen-roots xy) into a sequence 

1 * 
Xl, xi, . . . . XL. 

For i > 0 and i s k denote by cp,U) the unique index such that {xf, XL;&} is an 
edge. 

3.2. Theorem. For a forest G with m(G) = G, one has dim G s 3 log; ICI. 

Pmof. An encoding algorithm will be presentSed in the proof. Let u(i) 
(i = 0, 1, . . . , maxi k) be dktinct words in 0 and 1 (thus, for their lengths it suffices 
to take lo&‘(max, Q). Denote by ii(i) the words obtained from u(i) by inter- 
changing the roles of 0 and 1. Analogously, using 2 and 3 instead ctf 0 and 1, 
define u(i) and u’(i) 

By [3] there is an encoding 

of thepathP,=((O,l,..., n),{{i,i+l}1i=O,l,..., n-IlfinwordsinO, 1,2of 
the length c f to& n. 

Now consider the encoding 

xp r+ w,u(i)ii(O), 1 

xf I+ w,ii(tpl(i))u(i), 

3 4 wZu(4GZ(i)), 

x: * w,6(cp,(i))u(i), 

xs fr+ w4u(i)G(q4(i)), 

x: ++ w&p5(i))u(i), 

etc. (with ‘*pericd of Iength Lur”). It is easy to checlk that it really encodes G. 
0 

Rem&r. In fact, one obtains EL better estimate thanl the mentioned 3 log; IG\: this 
number is just a rougher estirn ate standing insteadI, of log; 2 -k 2 log; b where 2 is 
the length of G a, f 6 is its breadth. 

3.3, CoroIIary. For a forest G me has 

3.4. In the encoding in 3.2 we have used words in 0, 1,2,3. Ia fact, with a not too 
dramatic expansion ikt size we can do with just 8,3, and 2 (as in encoding paths). 
We have 

Each forest cm be etnbedded as a fuZl subgraph in to K.; where Y = 
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Proof. Will be done by a slight modification of the encoding from 3.2. The use o;l 
the symbols u(i), fiti) and N; is preserved. 2 indicates the word 22 l l l 2. Now, 
consi de]. the encoding 

xp k--) w0u(i)ii(0)2, 

x! ++ wlG(q3,(i))2u(i), 

xf I--, w,2~(i)ii(~,(i)), 

xf ++ w3u(i)t7:(q3(i))2, 

x$+ w4ir(<p,(i))Zu(i), 

etc. (with “period of length three”). It is easy to cheek the correctness. q 

4. Bipadite dha14msio11~ of forests 

Proof. ‘We will preserve the notation oi 3.112). On the oth’er 
wi, u(i) and u(i) will indicate somet%ng else than in Section 
use, holwever, will be quite parallel to that in Section 3). 
IBy [li] there is a &-encoding wo, wl, . . . , w, of P, in F’j 

Further, choose an :i such that 

0 
2~’ ammall /& (k from U(2)). 
s i 

obviously, :.t suffices to take 

s = log; H. 

hand, the symbols 
3 (their sense and 

where r = 2 log: n. 

(1) 

Choose distinct word:s u(i) (i = 0, 1, . . . , max h) of the lel lgth 2s with s occur- 
rences of the symbol 0 and s occurrences of the symbol 2. The word u(i) is 
obtained from u(i) rep1 acing the O’s by l’s and the 2’s by 3’s. 

3. (resp. 2) is the wcrd 11 - l 1 (resp. 22 l l .2) of the length 2s. 
Now, consider the &encoding 

x0 t+ wou(i)iu(0), 

x! t+ w,v(tp,(i))u(i)i, 

xi2 t+ w,&(<p,(i))u(i), 

XT t+ w:,v( i)%(&i)), 

x4 t-+ w,,u(q4(i):)v(i)2, 

x5 k+ wSTz4(q5tj))v(i), 

x6 - w6u(i)iu(q6(i)), 

xl - w7v(q7(i))u(i)l, 

etc. (wkh “period of length six”j. It is etasty to check the correctness. 0 
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4.2. R-k. The choice (2) for the purpose of (1) is very rough, Using the 
Stirling foruMa we see easily that, in facrt, one can drop almost to the half of the 
value. Thus, the procedure of the proof of 4.2 actualiy shows that for an arbitrary 
E 30 one has 

bid Ga(5+e)lo& 1G1 

for sufficiently large forests (3. 

43. Remark, Since lel= 22n, we have an obvious lo!ver estimate 

qlog, \Glbbid G 

(for general bipartite graphs). This estimate cannot ble substzintially amended for 
forests since by 17, Theorem U(Z)], for G a sum oi copies of P2 we have 

bid G ~2 log;: iGl+log,2+ lo& ICI+ I. 
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